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Since the area Is still in a primitive 
state, we have the opportunity, not often 
presented, to go in on the ground floor, 
to give it a careful review and analysis. 
and to work out the full utilization of 
its values under the principles of mul-
tiple use and sound land use planning. 
We have an opportunity to determine 
primary and secondary uses now before 
any use is really established. 

It is Bureau policy to invite public 
discussion on its classification plans for 
any area. Therefore, I would expect that 
Mr. Nielson would plan open hearings 
in Salt Lake City and also in the water-

. pocket fold area, if the residents wish 
them, so that every scgme;.t of the pub-
lic has an opportunity to offer informa-
tion and advice. I would hope that min-
ing. livestock, and tourist groups would 
ask to be heard, as well as representa-
tives of the outdoor conservation and 
wildlife organization. 

The question of the classification of 
the waterpocket fold in southern Utah 
brings into focus a growing problem in 
the preservation and development of 
scenic areas, national wonders, primitive 
areas, scientific areas, and historic sites 
of national interest. We have several 
categories of classification of these 
areas—we can make them national or 
State parks, national monuments, na-
tional recreation areas, or national his-
torical sites. 

However, the waterpocket fold in 
southern Utah does not clearly fit into 
any of these clascifications. Yet there is 
no question it should be preserved and 
managed for the broadest possible recre-
ation benefit consistent' with other es-
sential uses. Is our system flexible 
enough? Do we need other classifica-
tions? Do we actually have all of the 
tools we should have to "preserve, de-
velop, and make accessible to all Amer-
ican people such qu-,tptity and quality of 
outdoor recreation" as will be necessary 
and desirable 'fiat the individual enjoy-
ment and to assure the physical, cul-
tural, and spiritual benefits of outdoor 
recreation.? to quote the objective of the 
Outdoor Recreation Resources Review 
Commissipn? 

There is still considerable open land 
available' in this country for public rec-

- reation ticici enjoyment. As our commu-
nities become more crowded, we will be 
increasingly conscious of the need to 
leave them behind us. for a few hours or 
days or weeks. Open-space recreation is 
not a luxury. It is a necesaity. And with 
each passing year. it will become more 
so. The demand will surge. 

We have before us the problem of 
reconciling conservation with the ex- 
ploitation of our natural resources. We 
still have the problem of determining 
where and how we can apply multiple use 
principles to our land so tha t we can have 
both the economic benefits which come 
from mining and timbering and grazing. 
and still provide the degrce of protection 
necessary for the enjo:, m 7rt and c' a-
nomie benefits which come from tourini 
and outdoor recreation. 

We are a hlzh!y urbon country. Sixty-
three percent of our per,:)ie new live on 
10 percent of our land. More and more 
people are moving to the cities every 
day. 

We are now approaching a population 
'of 200 million. By the year 2000 we vrill 
have nearly doubled that number. 

Because of the pinch of the war In 
Vietnam, we have had to slow down our 
efforts to ' met our outdoor recreation 
needs. We have had to lessen recrea-
tion's place in our current life and plan-
ning. But I feel Ave should not forget 
those eloquent words in. the ORRRC re-
port: 

The outdoors lies deep in American tra-
dition. It has had Immeasurable impact on 
the nation's character and on those who 
made it history ... when an American looks 
for meaning In his past, be seeks it not In 
ancient ruins, but more likely in the moun-
tains and forests, by a river, or at the edge 
of the sea ... Today's challenge is to assure 
all Americans permanent access to their out-
door heritage. 

THE CBS "WARREN REPORT'— 
PART I 

Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, on four 
uccessive evenings, June 25-28, the 

lumbia Broadcasting System presented 
shat it designated as a "CBS News In-
uiry" entitled "The Warren Report." 
This extensive inquiry, growing out of 

he controversy which has grown up to 
urround the Warren report and the cu-
re question of the circumstances sur- 

W
unding the assassination of President 
ennedy, was a noteworthy undertaking 

by a major broadcasting network. Mil-
lions of Americans were fascinated and 
instructed by the broadcasts. In their 
ephemeral form, seen on national televi-
sion, they were aided by the visual pres-
entation, a facet-  of the inquiry which 
cannot be reproduced in print. 

Nevertheless, the contribution of the 
four-part program to public understand-
ing of the issues it discussed is of suffi-
cient importance so that I believe the text 
of the material should be made widely 
available to the public. Therefore, I ask 
unanimous consent that the first of these 
four 1-hour presentations be printed in 
the RECORD today. It is my intention to 
offer the succeeding portions, as well, in 
the following days of this week. 

There being no objection, the'presenta-
tion was ordered to be printed in the 
lascoan, as follows: 

THE WARREN REP.OET—PART I 
(As broadcast over the CBS Television Net-

work, June 25, 1067. with cns News Cor-
respondents Walter Cronkite. Dan Rather. 
and KULD-TV News Director Eddie Barker; 
Executive producer Leslie Midgley) 
CRONKITE. This is what a rifleman would 

see from a sixth-floor windOw if he tracked 
an automobile down Elm Street In Dealey 
Plaza, Dallas, Texas. 

This Is a marksman firing three shots from 
a Mannlicher-Carcano rifle at a target below 
him and moving away. These two reenact-
ments represent the heart of the Warren 
Report. In the view of the Warren Commis-
sion. they describe fully the circumstance of 
the nssr,,sfuntlon of Peer:Went Kennedy. 

But is there n'ore to MI.: story than the 
Warren Revirt ever discovered? 

T: is L a -cns Ness In-
quiry": "T:' -  Warren report.-  H. re is Walter 
Crcn1-.1te 

CRONK:1C. On November 22, 1963. at pre-
cisely 12.3a p to.. John Fli:-.;erald Kennedy. 
the youth'ul 35th Rri5Ident of the United 
St-tes. drove tritmpliantly into this square. 

July 18, 1967 
where hundreds waited to cheer him . . . 
and where another waited as-well. 

Seconds later a dying President sped away from Dealey Plaza—into history, into legend, 
into a national nightmare of suspicion that 
persists to this day. 

In this country rumors spoke of left-wing 
plots, right-wing plots. Castro plots; even 
plots to elevate a Texan to the White Rouse. 
Abroad, where the transfer of political power 
by violence is historically more familiar, no 
rumor was too extreme. Faced with this dan-
gerous condition of rumor out of control, 
President Johnson quickly appointed a com-
mission to discover the real facts of .the 
assassination, a commission of seven Amer-
icans so distinguished that their conclusilms 
must be above suspicion—or so It was 
thought. 

As chairman, the new President literally 
drafted the Chief Justice of the United 
States, Earl Warren. The other commission-
ers: Allen W. Dulles, former head of the Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency. Hale Boggs, Demo-
Oratic Congressional Whip from Louisiana. 
John Sherman Cooper, Republican Senator 
from Kentucky. Richard B. Russell, Demo-
cratic Senator from Georgia. John J. UcCloy, 
lawyer, diplomat and adviser to Presidents, 
and Gerald R. Ford, Republican Representa-
tive from Michigan. 

The Warren Commission had the mandates 
It needed to do the job. It could subpoena 
witnesses, could invoke the cooperation of 
any agency of the United States Government. 
could and did use the F.B.I. and the Secret 
Service as Its investIi.,3:17rIFISTI:—  

This Is the result. On September 24. 1964. 
the Commission presented its findings In the 
form of this 588-pace report to the Presi-
dent. Two months later, it published these 
26 additional volumes, the exhibits and hear-
ings on which the report was based. 

Dan Rather at the scene of the assassina-
tion: 

itarasmt. The basic story pieced together by 
that Warren Commission Report on the 
assassination is this: A man named Lee 
Harvey Oswald crouched here in this dingy 
window of the Texas School Book Depository 
as the President passed below. Oswald, the 
Commission tells us. fired three shots. One 
missed. One struck both the President and 
Texas Governor John Connally, riding with 
him. The third killed the President. Oswald, 
the Report had it, hid his rifle over there, 
then ran down the stairs, left the building 
on foot, and hurried down Elm Street. He 
made his way to his rented room, picked up 
a revolver, and about 12 minutes later shot 
Police Officer J. D. Tippit. 

Oswald was captured shortly after the 
Tippit murder, was questioned for two days 
in a Madhouse atmosphere of confusion and 
then, in a grizzly climax, was himself mur-
dered right in the Dallas police station, by 
a nightclub operator and police hanger-on 
named Jack Ruby. 

Csoratirc. And that was to be that—an 
official version of the assassination, arrived 
at by men of unimpeachable credentials. 
after what the world was assured was the 
most searching investigation in history. 

Yet in the two and a half years since the 
Warren Report, a steady and growing stream 
of books, mrtF.;azine articles, even plays and 
a motion picture. have challenged the Com-
mission and its findings; have offered new 
theories, new assassins, and new reasons. 

Only • few weeks ago, a Harris poll re-
vealed that seven out of ten Americans B:e 
eons inced that there remain wittily 
portvnt unanswered questions," that the 
whole •ruth has not been told. 

A Oallvp poll show: more than six of every 
ten Americans questions that there was a 
lone assassin. 

atsn. Well, I don't think that all the facts 
were brought out. I think something was 
held back. 

• 

• 
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•er him 	arouse,. I think there were more Involved 1. 	1 la it than just Oswald. 
nt sped .114 	‘vost%N. The only thing that disturbs me 
• Into lager 	the fact that they'se sealed away some aspicion 

	

	ef the evidence and I think that's rather 
disturbing to Most people. 

• of left-ul 	WOMAN. I've read the Warren Report, and 
plots; es'  es I say. I think those men are men of 

white Hoe aaresty and Integrity. And I think they were 
_)litical pot s.ked to do a tremendous job within a very 

familiar, :.!sort period of time after the assassination. 
"with this da and I think they did the very best they could. 
'ell of contr. MAN. I think Its very accurate. 

3:ated a cot V:OMAN. I don't know how In the world 
aatacts of •t. they could ever reach a conclusion that one 

seven Arm person assassinated him. It's ridiculous. I 
- conclusic.,:iw the whole thing on television. I just 

so it a,happened to be home at that time and I 
!don't think that Oswald ... I think that he 

^nt literzei aas working for the C.I.A. myself. 
the 'IMP, Caosrarrx. Screening out the absurd and 

••••,-=commissic•.the irrational, we are left with a series of 
:--as of the cc real and critical questions about the tuns-

aaggs, Dern sination, questions which have not been 
Louisiaaanswered to the satisfaction of the people g • aisaan sertaaof the United States. 

.:.--a„geta Den:, In this series of broadcasts, CBS News will 
• — n J. 51cCis try to cast light on those questions. They 

Presiderafall under four headings, which we will 
Represent examine on successive evenings at this same 

-he mandat: Tonight's question: Did Lee Harvey 
Id subpoe:Oswaid shoot President Kennedy? 
-iperation- 1 For-the next two nights, we will take up 
aovernmerthe question of conspiracy. Tomorrow night 

the Secrave will ask, was there more than one asses-
firing in Dealt's,  Plaza? 

.ter 24, 19d On Tuesday night we will ask whether, 
dings in tiregardless of the actual number of gunmen, 
2 the pre,there was a conspiracy leading to the Pres-
'fshed theldent's murder. 

77771.8 and hea'  And on Wednesday night we will ask: 
red. 	Why doesn't America believe the Warren 

assassitaPeport? 
We will examine these questions here in 

S1' : together our studios in New York.. in libraries and 
„ tliaboratories from coast to coast, with KRLD ,named L News Director Eddie Barker at the rassassana- g 

	

	this din lion site in Dealey Plaza, and with CBS Dep„itrNews Correspondent Dan Rather on the 
• osg.gid,  t•sixth floor of the Texas School Book De-

shot-s. o pository as for the first time since the as- , 	it.sid„t a. F 	Lion. news cameras enter and explore .garriding  ,s ,the Depository building itself. 
oswg• Tonight we ask if Lee Harvey Oswald shot over the  the President. To help us answer that funda-

.he built:it:mental questir we must resolve some lesser 
Street. ;questions: 

• I. picked I Did Oswald own a rifle? 
n later sr. Did Oswald take a rifle to the Book De- 

a-aa. 	qaository Budding? 
after t! Where was Oswald when the shots were 

fired? 

t Eton o' 
e two d 

	

Was Oswald's rifle fired from the building? 
	nself 

, 	 Int, Now many shots were fired? 

	

a. 	•  station, 	How fast could Oswald's rifle be fired? 

	

 wa--- 	hanger., What was the time span of the shots? 
e  I First: Did Oswald own a rite'? There is no 

!reasonable doubt that Oswald owned a e that---;Mannlicher-Carcano rifle No. C2766. This is 
on. arri''the coupon with which he ordered the rifle. 

'scredentis by mall, from Klein's Sporting Goods COM-
',-- j was t pany, of Chicago. }Udell Is one of several 

:'history. allases Oswald used from time to time. Os-
tInce veald paid for the rifle with this money order. 

_;mg, etre liere is the application for the peat office 
Plays 'rh os to which the rifle was sent—all these 

'1 the Cc documents in Oswald's handwriting. 
g:ered r. This photograph, traced to Oswald's own 'reasons. r•imera, shows him with an Identical rifle. is poll :This photograph has been widely challenged 
ericans sta.' ?dark gne sad other critics of the Vats- 
„any ars 	Repast. Dsisirg his interroaation, Os- 

that ragaid himself slid that his head had been 
superimposed on someone else's body. Lev-

;lx of es r'rii puhliaations later echniteti that they 
acre 	:• d retouched it aad hi so doing may have 

itsred the rifle and oilier dstalls. Lawrence 
:hiller. of Los Angeles, a professional pho-I! the fn. twrapher

, 
 and photo analyst. made an In- 't hing T. 

	

	 study, of the original picture and ;negative. 
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Scatmaca. This photograph of Lee Harvey 

Oswald. which was found the day be was 
captured and disclaimed by him, has been 
used by numerous critics of the Report. 
They say that the disparity of shadows, a 
straight nose shadow from the nose, and an 
angle body shadow proves without a doubt 
that this head was superimposed on this 
body. To props sly recreate the picture to see 
if the straight nose shadow does correspond 
to the body shadow, you would have to go 
to the same address, at the tame day of the 
year and at the same time. We did that. This 
picture was taken on March 31, 1967, at 214 
Keeley Street. And it shows without a doubt 
that a straight nose shadow corresponds with 
an angular body shadow. And that the fact 
that there is a disparity of shadows, that 
fact cannot be used to discredit the photo-
graph. 

Caoristrrn. Marina Oswald told the War-
ren Commission that her husband had posed 
and she had taken the picture, She also said 
he had owned a rifle. 

Btatcra. Did you ever see the rifle? 
'MARINA. Yes. But you know, I fear to take 

this rifle. I just saw it. you know, In the 
corner. I never touched in his rifle. 

CaoNarrr. It seems reasonable to accept 
the conclusion of the Warren Commission 
Report that Oswald did indeed own a Mann-
licher-Carcano 6.5 mm rifle No. C2766. The 
answer is yes. 

Caoersthar. Our next question Is: Did 
Oswald take his rifle to the Book Depository 
Building? 

At the time of the assassination, Lee and 
Marina Oswald were together only on week-
ends. Re lived In a rooming house not far 
from his Job and she lived with a friend, 
Mrs. Ruth Paine. in the suburb of Irving. 
Mrs. Oswald said her husband kept his rifle 
wrapped in a blanket in Mrs. Paine's garage. 
Oswald usually went to Irving on Friday 
nights with a fellow worker, Buell Wesley 
Frazier, but the day before the assassination 
his routine changed. 

FRA.77E.R. Well, he come to me the Thursday, 
November 21st, and asked me could be ride 
on with me that afternoon, and I, said yes. 
And I said. "Why are you going home this 
afternoon?” and he replied that he wanted 
to go home and pick up some curtain rods, 
so he could put some curtains up in his 
apartment. 

Rantra. Oswald got a lift to the School 
Book Depository that Friday morning from 
co-worker Frazier. Fragler's sister, Mrs. 
Linnie Mae Randle, lived across the street 
from the Paine house. 

Mrs. RANDLE. I was preparing lunches for 
my brother there at my sink, and I looked 
out the window and saw Mr. Oswald cross 
the street and come up cross my driveway 
and he had a brown paper hag in his right 
hand. It was about 27 inches long. It was 
made out of a heavy brown paper with 
heavy-looking tape on It. 

RATH/11.. Incidentally, the search of the 
Book Depository Building made after the 
assassination failed to turn up any curtain 
rods. And the furnished room which Oswald 
was then occupying was equipped with 
curtain rods. 

So Oswald made an uncharacteristic trip 
to the Paine home Thursday night, returning 
to the Book Depository on the morning of 
the assassination with a heavy-looking pack-
age that could pass for curtain rods. Was It 
the rifle? A difference of about eight Inches 
has made this one of the most contentious 
ro'r ■ t-F for the critics. Within this package I 
have a di-sassembled Matinlicher-Careano 
rifle identical to Oswald's. Before I tell you 
the dimensions, you m'elit want to try to 
esainiate them, zs M-s. yt.tndle and Wesley 
Praitier did, from memory. Mrs. Randle 
variously estimated Oswald's package of 
"curtain rods" as 27 or 28 inches long; her 
brother, Wesley Frazier said about two feet. 
"give or take a few inches." As a matter of 
fact, the disassembled Matuillcher is 34 and 

S 9S27 
sight-tenths inches long. Furthermore. 
Frazier said Oswald, preceding him Into the 

.Depository building, carried the "curtain rods" under his armpit with his hand around 
the bottom. Now obviously, you can't carry 
this package that way. 

Oswald bad gotten out of the CV first, and 
was then walking away from Frazier. The 
Commission decided that Frazier easily could 
have been mistaken about Oswald carrying 
the package. You can decide whether Frazier, 
walking sonic 50 feet behind and, in his own 
words, not paying much attention, might 
have missed the few inches of the narrow 
end of such a package sticking up past Os-
wald's shoulder. 

Caosrxrrz. Despite the dispute about init 
bow he carried the package, the reasonable 
answer to this question is that be did take 

rifle to the Book Depository Building. 
Our next question concerns Oswald's 

whereabouts at the time of the murder: 
Where was Oswald when the shots were 
fired? 

These men have just witnessed the assassi-
nation of the President. They are co-workers 
of Oswald, photographed by Torn Dillard, 
The Dallas Morning News photographer, In 
fifth floor windows within a minute after 
the shots were heard. 

Rarxtrx. Walter, here in Dallas, Eddie A3T-
ker has reInterviewed those men who 
watched the tragedy from the window just 
below me, Later on. we will be bearing their 
own story of the assassination itself. But for 
now, we wanted to know just what Oswald 
was doing, and where he was doing It, 
through the morning of November 22, 1063. 
We spoke first to this man, Harold Norman: 

NORMAN. That particular morning three or 
four of us were standing by the window and 
Oswald came over and he said, "What's every-
body looking at and what's everybody excited 
about?" So I told him we were waiting on 
the President. So be just snudged up and 
walked away. 

Rarsana. Our next witness from the fifth 
floor window, James Jarman, Jr. 

JARMAN. I was talking to him around about 
10:00 o'clock. On the outside of the building 
some people bad gathered. And he asked 
me what was they gathering around out 
there for, and I told him that the President 
was supposed to come by there that morn-
ing. And he asked me what time, and I didn't 
know what time It would be but some of the 
people had started gathering around. And 
he asked me which way would the President 
be coming. and I told him. And so he said. 
"Oh, yeah?" And I said, "Yeah." Then be 
turned and walked off. 

RAINER. The last man known to have seen 
Lee Harvey Oswald before the assassination 
was another co-worker. Charles Givens. Mr. 
Givens saw Oswald here. on the sixth floor. 

Grvears. Well, he was standing about mid-
dle ways of the building on the sixth floor. 

Dutxra. What was he doing there? 
GIVENS. Well, he was just standing there 

looking with his orders in his hand. 
Banscra. And what did you say to him? 
Givtgs. I just raid, "Fellow, it's lunch 

time, you going downstairs?"  And he said. 
"No." he said, "Close the gates on the ele-
vator when you get out." Well I. you know. 
kind of excited, wanted to see the parade, so 
when I got downstairs, I really forgot 'ft. I 
Just rushed off and went out to lunch. 

BARKER. This would be about what time? 
OMENS. Well about one or two minutes 

after 12. 
RATTIER. ,So the ttztlanone from these who 

sew Oswald Inside the lia.ok Depository Is  
consistent. The testimony from cycwitne -ses 
In the Plaza below is not. Tae Warren Com-
migion had to cisnase between terlenisly 
conflicting accounts, and rragny of the critics 
think it chose badly. 

Doan in the Piazza Eddie Eisler can sinew 
US where those witntasea stood and what 
they were In a position to see, as they tell 
their own stories. 
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for a moment to see If for sure be accom-

plished his purpose, and he brought the gun 

back to rest In upright position, as though 

he was satisfied. 
Caos.xrrr. It should be noted here that the 

Commission failed to follow up Mrs. Wal- 

ther's story. She was interviewed briefly by 

Fa_as/11.--aposats but never called before the 

Commission or its staff, who accumulated 

vast minutae on the relatives of relatives of 

Lee Harvey Oswald. 
Despite these discrepancies, his co-workers 

knew and certainly saw Oswald. The CBS 

NEWS answer: Oswald was in the Book De-

pository Building when the shots were fired, 

most probably on the sixth floor. 

We come now to our fourth question for 

tonight: Was Oswald's rifle fired from the 

building? To answer this one the Commis-

sion placed major reliance on physical evi-

dence found within the building. Three 

shells, later Identified as fired from Oswald's 

rifle. were found forty-two minutes after 

the shots. Ten minutes later a rifle was 

discovered. 
RATHER. The rifle was found on the sixth 

floor, back near the stairway between some 

cartons by Deputy Constable Seymour 

Weitaman And from that episode came a de-

scription that has plagued the Warren Com-

mission account for years. the identification 

of it as a German Manses'. 
Eddie Barker asked Constable Weitzman 

what happened. 
WITIVM AN I'll be very frank with you. I 

stumbled over It two times, not knowing It 

WAS there. 
BARKER. Just went right by it. 
WEITZMAN. Went right by It. And Mr. Bone 

was climbing on top, and I was down on my 

knees looking, and I moved a box, and be 

moved a carton, And there it was. And he in 

turn hollered that we had found a rifle. 

BARKER. Well, when did you first get a full 

view of the gun? 
Werrzaraes. When the crime lab brought 

the gun out, after they had gone over it. I 

could see portions of the gun while they were 

doing partial investigation of It here in the 

, 
BARKER. What kind of gun did you think 

It was? 
Werra:wax. To my sorrow, I looked at It, 

and it looked like a Mauser, which I said it 

was. But I said the wrong one because just 

at a glance I saw the Hauser action, and—

I don't know—it Just came out words, it's a 

German Ttauser. Which It wasn't. It's an 

Italian-type gun. But from a glance It's hard 

to describe, and that's all I saw it was at • 

glance. I was mistaken. and it was proven 

that my statement was s mistake, but It was 

an honest mistake. 
RATHER So Mr. Weitzman now seems sure 

that the rifle was Indeed Oswald's Mann-

licher-Careano, and that his identification 

was simply a mistake. 
The most important ballistic evidence In 

the case is a spent bullet, two bullet frag-

ments, and three empty shells, or hulls, as 

they are sometimes described. The nearly 

whole bullet was found in Parkland Hospital 

under circumstances we'll consider in detail 

tomorrow night. The two fragments were 

found In the Presidential limousine. The 

shells were found here on the sixth floor, 

below the windows here, by Patrolman Gerald 

L. Hill, who told Eddie Barker about It. 

GaRALD L. lin.t.. We saw a barricade, a sort 

of three-sided bstrric...-icici of bores that would 

have shialdsd anyone between the boxes and 

the v..1(.1,..o.s.  from gc•neral view, from the rest 

of the floor. And then izainediately under 

the window that was later determined to 

be the actual apot that the shots were fired 

from. there were three rifle bullet hulls, 

right against the baseboard of the building 

where the floor and the wall come together. 

C:ION::ETE. One of the experts who made 

the ballistic examination for the Warren 

Commission was Dr. Joseph D. Nicol. Super- 

BARKER. Dan, Arnold Rowland was here 

with his wife on Houston Street in the 

crowd waiting for the motorcade. A few min-

utes before It arrived, Rowland told the 

Warren Commission, he noticed an elderly 

Negro man up In the window where you are 

now, where Oswald is supposed to have fired 

from. But he told the Commission, and a 

few days ago repeated his story for us here, 

of seeing a gunman lurking In another win-

dow entirely: 
ROWLAND. And I just lookin' around and 

we noticed a man up in the window and I 

remarked to my wife, tried to point him out. 

And remarked that he must be a security 

guard or a Secret Service agent. 
BARKER. So, the window, then, that you're 

referring to is on the opposite end of the 

building from where the main entrance to 

the building Is? 
Roo:Lama Yes, It is on the other side of 

the building. And he had a rifle. It looked 

like a high-powered rifle because it had a 

scope which looked, In relation to the size 

of the rifle, to be a big snipe. 
BARKER. Now over here. Dan, still on Hous-

ton Street and not very far from the Row- 

lands, was Mrs. Caroline 'Walther. Mrs. 

Walther says she saw two men with a gun in 

the Book Depository. 	• 
Mrs. WALTHER. I looked at this building 

and I saw this man with a gun and there was 

another man standing to his right. And I 

could not see all of this man, and I couldn't 

see his face. And the other man was holding 

• short gun. It wasn't as long as a rifle. And 

he was holding it pointed down, and he was 

kneeling In the window, or sitting. His arms 

were on the window. And he was holding the 

gun in a downward position, and he was look-

ing downward. 
BARKER. About what floor would you say 

these two men were on that you taw in the 

window? 
Mrs. WALTHER. The first • statement that I 

made, I said the man was on the fourth or 

fifth floor, and I still feel the same way. He 

was about—in a window that eras Just about 

even with the top of that tree. I saw the 

man had light hair, or brown, and was wear-

ing a white shirt. Tat.—I explained to the 

--P.X.asspozats-thaaalawasn't sure about that. 

That was my irnprrasion on thinking about 

It later. That I thought that was the way the 

man was drassed. 
BARKER. Now, what about this other man 

who was in the window? 
Mrs. WALTHER. This other man was wearing 

• brown suit. And that was all I could see. 

was halt of this man's body, from his 

shoulders to his hips. 
BARKER, Now over here. on the corner op-

posite the Book Depository, stood a fifteen-

year old boy named Ames Etilme. A few days 

ago. Amos Euins came back here with us end 

gave a vivid account of the essassination it-

self and of a "piece of pipe" he saw poking 

out of a window— your window. Dan. 

EVINS. When he come around, and when I 

was standin' here, I happened to look up and 

seen a pipe. you know. So I never did paid 

no attention thinking it might be a pipe, you 

know, Just a pipe atickin' out. So it was 

stickin' out about a foot, about that high, 

you know. 
BARKER. Point out for me, Mr. Euins. the 

window where you saw the pipe. 

EurNa. It was about on the sixth floor, right 

below the banister. 
• BARIZER. Among the witneases here In the 

plaza. the .Cornmis - lan relied heavily on the 

tesnrnany of slur:: rd Prcnnan, w110, 

tram just abont here, said that he 

actually saw the nasal:sin firing, 

Howarts Bru.N:anza I loca:sd chrectly across 

and up, possibility of a 4t-dearce angle. Aad 

this man, Fame man I had raw prior to the 

President's arrival, was in the window and 

taking aim for his last shot. After he Sred 

the last or the third shot he didn't sacra to 

be in a great rush. hurry. He seemed to pause  

intendent of the Bureau of Criminal Investi-

gation for the State of Illinois. Walter Lister 

asked about his conclusions. 
Nrcot. It is my feeling that both the frag- 

ments, as well as the one relatively whole 

bullet, had been fired In the same gun. And 

then based upon the comparison of the tests 

which were available to me. it was my opin-

ion that the same weapon which fired the 

testa also fired the—the three evidence 

specimens. 
Lrayxz. In the case of the virtually intact 

bullet that was found on t stretcher in 

Parkland Hospital. and the two fairly sizable 

fragments found In the front of the Presi-

dential limousine, you felt that those were-

definitely fired from Oswald's rifle? 
Nicol- Yes, sir. 
Lrsreit. To the exclusion of all others? 

Nicol.. To the exclusion of all others, right. 

Ceowxrrt. Prom the ballistic evidence It 

seems that the answer to the question of 

whether Oswald's rifle was fired from the 

building is yes. 
To this point the Warren Commission's 

case appears strong; despite minor discrep-

ances It appears that Oswald had the oppor-

tunity and the murde.. weapon. 

And now we come to one of the most tell-

ing arguments that has been raised against 

the Warren Report in theme past two and a 

half years, a point which we now know seri-

ously disturbed members of the Commission 

itself. For the critics argue that Lee Harvey 

Oswald could not have fired his rifle fast 

enough and accurately enough to be the sole 

assassin. The critics argue therefore either 

that Oswald Was not the gunman at all. or 

that there was more than one gunman. Well 

now, here we have twin questions. How 

many shots were fired in Dealey Plaza that 

day? And how long did it take to fire them? 

First, hciw many shots were fired? 

RATHER. Walter, the obvious way to answer 

those questions seemed to be to talk to our 

eyewitnesses in Dealey Plaza, ask them how 

many shots they heard, and in what kind of 

sequence. That's what we tried first. 

Mrs. WALTHER. I'm sure there were four 

• shots. 
BARKER. How many shots did you hear? 

WILLIAMS. I heard three. The first and sec-

ond was further apart than the second and 

third. In other words, there was a bang—

and • bang-bang right thereto. 
BARKER How many shota did you hear? 

NORMAN. Three. 
BARKER. In how long a period of time? 

NORMAN. Oh, I'd say about like this, you 

know—boom (clicking sound)--boom (click- 

ing sound) boom:Something similar to that. 

Nix. I would say—barg,—bang—bang. 

HOLLAND. There were definitely four shots. 

Warrzataar. Well, just three quick bursts. 

like bang-bang-bang. 

Caoasscirr. There is an old axiom among 

lawyers that nothing carries more weight 

with a jury. or is leas reliable, than eye-

witness testimony. In this case we have Just 

learned that the testimony of assassination 

eat-witnesses also Is unreliable. In • moment 

of utter horror and confusion, in a bowl cer-

tain to start echoes, it's too much to expect 

that human ears will register and correctly 

recall the number and sequence of a series 

of quick shots. 
But we have heard Mr. Mal describe how 

he found three shells, and Mr. Nicol state that 

they were fired from Oswald's rifle. afiny 

critics maintain ahat additional shots Wine 

fired; but no p:.ysicni evidence ever has beery 

produced. The most reasonable answer ta 

this question seems to be: three shots. 

But It Is only barely possible that thrss 

shota could have been fired by Oswald alone. 

The most dramatic and most important air-

gle piece of evidence of the essatsinatian 

was provided by Mr. Abraham Zapruder. wha. 

on November 22, 1953. stationed himself ama 

an amateur movie camera right here. 
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Based more on testimony than on firing 

tests, the Commission concluded It was an 
easy shot for Oswald to hit the President 
at that range. From Its tests the main con-
clusion drawn was that this Marinlicher-
Careen° could not be fired three times in a 
span of less than 4.6 seconds, because It took 
about 2.3 seconds to operate the bolt mecha-
nism between shots. 

To explore glaring omissions In the tests 
fired for the Commission, CBS News decided 
to conduct its own tests with the Mann-
licher-Carcano. 

114TIMR. A moving target Is harder to hit 
than a stationary one, and the elevation 
of the sixth floor window might make a dif-
ference. The only elevation for the Warren 
Commission firing tests were the 30-foot 
tower, less than half the height of the Book 
Depository's sixth floor above Elm Street. 

So CBS News had a tower and target track 
constructed to match exactly the heights 
and distances In Deftly Plaza. The target 
track was angled to match precisely the an-
gle of Elm Street. The target, a standard 

.r11-T-asTssoved by electric motor at 
eleven miles an hour, approximately the 
speed of the Presidental limousine. A rifle 
of the same make and age as Oswald's was 
fitted with the same 4-power telescopic sight 
found on his rifle. These CBS News tests were 
conducted on different days at the range 
of the H. P. White Ballistic Laboratory, in 
rolling farmland, north of Selena Maryland. 
Eleven volunteer marksmen took turns fir-
ing clips of three bullets each at the moving 
target. None of the men had much familiar-
ity with the Italian Mannlicher-Careano, 
although each was given time to practice at 
a nearby indoor range; and most of the vol-
unteers were experienced with bolt action 
rifles. 

In each case the first shot was fired at a 
point approximating the point at which the 
Warren Commission deduced the first shot 
was fired. Distance, about 175 feet. In six 
seconds the distance grows to 270 feet. 

Results varied. A Maryland state trooper 
made two bits in the silhouette, one near 
miss-1n slightly less than five seconds. An-
other state trooper's best time was 5.4 sec-
onds. One hit, two near misses. 

A weapons engineer hash the best score. 
Three hits In 5.2 seconds. A technician at 
the H. P. White Ballistics Laboratory man-
aged three shots in the fastest time, 4.1 sec-
onds, half a second faster than the fastest 
time turned In for the Warren Commission, 
but only one hit. 	- 

Alto-ether the eleven volunteer marksmen 
made 37 attempts to Are three shots at the 
moving target. 17 of those attempts had to 
be called no time, because of trouble with 
the rifle. In the 20 &tempts where time could 
be recorded, the average was 5.6 seconds. 

Camqxrrt. From our own testa we were 
cons inced that a rifle like Oswald's could be 
fired In 5.6 seconds or less, and with reason-
able accuracy, at a target moving much the 
same as the Presidential limousine was trav-
elling away from the Book Depository's sixth-
floor window. 

So, clearly, there Is no pat answer to the 
question of how fast Oswald's rifle could be 
fired. In the first place, we did not test his 
own rifle. It teemed reasonable to say that 
an expert could fire that rifle In five seconds. 
It seems equally reasonable to say that Os-
wald, under no-mai circumstances, would 
take longer. But the circumstances were not 
ncrmal. He was shooting at a President. So 
our answer is: probably fast enough. 

In addition to the number of shots, aril 
the capability of the rifle. It is importer.: to 
know the time span between shots—since, 
as we pointed out previously. If the shots 
were clostr together than the rifle could be 
fired, two rifles most have been involved. 

So, our next question: What was the time 
span of the shots? 

The answer ralzht lie In Mr. Zapruder's 
Aim of the ararissination. You'll recall that 

gas one roll of 8mm color film. Mr. Zap-
r-dsr had the astonishing luck to capture 
sae entire assaxsination. We cannot show you 
that Alm on television. It was purchased 
!gam Mr. Zapruder by LIFE Magazine. That 
e:m, though, serves as a clock. U we know 
sa.e exact speed the camera was running. 
•rd can see in the film where the bullets 
isrusk, it should be passible to determine 
tor only how many shots were fired, but the 
areount of time between them. This is crit-
a-31 to the question of whether Oswald could 
Lace physically accomplished the murder. 

If the time between shots was less than 
the time necessary to operate OGWald's cheap 
bait action rifle, a rifle like this one, then 
obviously be was not the sole assassin. A test 
a time between shots could not prove that 
to did Are the shots. It might prove that he 
d:d not. 

EtATHEll. Here is bow the Warren Commis-
eien reconstructed a time sequence from the 
eirn. Now Mr. Zapruder was Aiming the 
motorcade from the grassy knoll. At the very 
er.oment the gunman must have been track-
in; it from Up here. 

Using the critical frames of the Zapruder 
5:rn as • guide. the Warren Commission. and 
row we. can reconstruct exactly what the 
gunman must have been seeing at every 
moment. 

We know that the President had not yet 
_been hit when the car slipped beneath this 
oak tree. The President would have come 
Into the gunman's sights, In the Report's 
words, "for a fleeting instant through an 
opening in the loavee. Just as frame number 
185 went through Mr. Zapruder's camera." 
Remember that frame, 185. 

We stop the car at frame 186 to show 
you what a gunman would have seen in that 
Instant, except for the fact that the tree has 
grown since 1963. There's more foliage on 
It now. And the overhead highway signs were 
not there then. 

The Commission did not' think the shot 
was fired here. Now the President is again 
concealed by the leaves, emerging just as 
the Zapruder camera, over on the grassy 
knoll, is shooting its 210th frame. The gun- 
man can now see the President again, but 
Mr. Zapruder's view *as blocked by a ground 
level sign, and his Elm didn't show what was 
happening in frame 210. which the Commis-
sion decided was the first moment that Pres-
ident Kennedy could have been hit. 

The ZaprudetAlm did not show the Presi-
dent again until frame number 225, where 
we stopped the car once more. Here the 
Zapruder film seemed to show the President 
already hit; g0 that bit must have occurred 

'somewhere between frames 210 and 225 of 
the Zaprudrir film. As to Just where, we'll 
have some intriguing new evidence in a few 
moments. 

Along here the Commission said a second 
shot was fired, probably a miss. But at this 
point the third shot, the fatal one, destroyed 
the President's head. That moment is clearly 
shown in Mr. Zapruder's film, at frame 313. 

Could Oswald really have done this? Ma-
rine Corps records show Oswald had attained 
the rank of sharpshooter; but he was not a 
genuine expert, according to his fellow serv-
icemen. One of his fellow Marines clainied 
that Oswald was actually • very poor shot. 
arid simply was not interested in merlisman-
ship activities. 

Ceosnerre. It seemed evident that we 
should try to establish the CaSh or difficulty 
of that :mad fire performaase. Hence, our 
next question: how feast caul(' taat nee he 
anal? 

Oswald's rifle was test-ared for the Warren 
Ccrnarassion .hy__r_p_l_a_aast....asilitary marks-

n. The rate of arc for this bolt action 
rifle and its accuracy against a moving tar-
get were critical to the Commission's case 
naatrist Oswald. And yet, inere.libly. all tests 
far the Coramisalon were fired at stationary. 
airgete. The F.B.I. won't comment on why. 

the Commission decided that the first shot 
was fired at frame 210 on the Zapruder Alm, 
and the last shot at frame 313. 

Tests of the camera made by the F.B.I. re-
ported that It vas running at a speed of 18.3 
frames a second. Divide 103 frames by 18.3 
frames a second, and you get 8.6 seconds—
which Is the time the Commission reported 
Oswald probably bad to take. 

It's a point upon which the critics have 
seized. Could Oswald have fired three shots 
in 5.6 seconds? Well, then new evidence made 
Its appearance. 

It was at first called to our attention by 
a distinguished physicist, Dr. Louis Alvarez.. 
of the University of California at Berkeley. 

Btu. Brom. What was It that made you 
interested enough to dip Into the Warren 
Report to begin analyzing the photos of that 
day? 

ALVAI=. Well, I think It was probably 
that I had lunch every day with a bunch 
of nay graduate students who were keenly 
Interested In the controversy that was going 
on at the time. For a while I couldn't get 
very interested in It. But then when Life 
magazine republished the frames from 
the Zapruder movie, I spent an evening look-
ing at them—and I found something that 
excited my interest. 

Brom What first caught your eye, Dr. 
Alvarez? 

Atvartzz. Well, it's right here in the pic-
ture. At frame 227, the highlights on the 
windshield of the car are all drawn out into 
rather pronounced streaks. And you can see 
that In the frame ahead the highlights are 
individual dots. And again in the frame be-
yond them are individual dots. 

So something rather violent happened to 
the Line of direction of Mr. Zapruder's 
camera In frame 227. It swung violently. 

Caovicrre. If Dr. Alvarez were right, the 
Zapruder Alm might contain a record of the 
number of shots fired If blurs, which could 
be accepted as evidence of gunshots, oc-
curred In a certain time span—then the 
shots themselves would be In the same span. 

We remind you again that the Alm Is 
owned by LIFE Magazine, and is not avail-
able for broadcast. So, CBS News commis-
sioned an expert photo analyst, Charles 
Wyckoff, of the Massachusetts firm of Edger-
ton, Germeshausen and Grier, to make an 
analysis cf the Zapruder Alm frames. 

Dan Rather interviewed Mr. Wyckoff. 
Return. Mr. Wyckoff, the entire Zapruder 

Alm shows the whole assassination? 
Wrotorr. Yes. It does, Dan. The—the film 

was an 8 mm motion picture film, and the 
entire record. In which the President was 
In view, was represented on a Alm about this 
long—which only took about ten seconds. 
And all of the records of interest were on 
this small piece of film. We actually looked 
at all the frames, but we only studied cer-
tain frames in detail. And the reason for 
studying those frames In detail was the fact 
that there were certain little things in there 
that looked blurred at first. And we were 
quite interested Ins why they looked blurred. 

For instance. on frame 190 here, or rather, 
let's start with frame I89—there's • wall In 
the background with little—little holes. 
that you can see a white building through 
those holes. 

Rvriitn. Now, that's a tiled • 
Wrcxorr. That's a tiled wall. And you can 

see the little holes, If you look at it with a 
znagnifslng glass. Here, you see those that 
are nice and round. end fairly sharp. And. 
yet. In frame 190, rIalit next to It, you can 
no longer tell that those holes are circular. 
They're blurred out. 

ItATItra. Now, why is that? 
Wwcxorr. Something must have happened 

to Mr. Zapruder when he was—something 
Must have startled him when he Wa.I holding 
his earners. He had a—a camera very much 
like this model right here, which is an 8 inns 
earnens. And as he held it up to his eye. 
focusing—concentrating on the President. 
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something startled him—and he Jumped a 
little bit with the camera. 

RATHER. Not nearly that rnuala? 
Wymorr. Not anything like that at an. 

Just a very subtle Jump. But that was just 
enough to cause a blur of these little holes in 
here. And also a blur of highlights on the 
car. 

Rarisra. All light. now, you see that very 
clearly in frame 190, and that frame does 
look distorted—and you can't see the white 
holes in the wall across the street clearly 
at all. Now, how many times does that occur 
In this ten second stretch of 8 mm film? 

WYCOTT. Now, that—that occurs several 
times, as we've represented up here on the—
on this film on the wall. It occurs at frame 
190. it occurs again at frame 227. Frame 227 
was-the next evidence that I had of Mr. 
Zapruder moving his camera. And It occurs 
at frame 318. 

Now, this Is Interesting, because we all 
know that at frame 313 the President re-
ceived the fatal shot. We have a natural 
reaction time--that—that he heard the sound 
at about the same time that the—that some-
thing happened to President Kennedy, when 
be was fatally wounded here. We can apply 
this same correction, of about four or five 
frames, to each one of these frames where 
I noted motion. 

In other words, I am sasing that It was 
possible that there could have been a shot 
fired here, another one fired in this area of 
222. 223, and another one in the area of 313— 
noticeaVe now In 318. 

I think the important thing is the fact that 
we have found an Indication some twenty 
frames prior to the time the Warren Com-
mission thought that the first shot 4.'.15 fired. 
Now, whether or not this was a shot, we 
cannot say. But certainly Mr. Zapruder, the 
photographer, was disturbed at that point. 

1371,t/T. What does this finding mean to 
those of us who simply have followed the 
controversy over the assassination, and are 
not physicists? 

ALVAP1Z. Well, to me. it means that there 
were indeed three shots fired, as the Com-
mission said; that the one that anparently 
didn't hit anyone in the car was fired before 
the one that hit the Pre:,:cleat, and not be-
tween the two shots that obviotuly hit the 
President. 

CRON/UTE. Just as -a rough check on this 
theory, we decided to try it ourselves. using 
other cameramen holding similar cameras, 
standing on a rifle range, filming an auto-
mobile whip a rifleman fired over their 
heads. 

These two volunteers are aiming their cam-
eras at a parked limousine. Their Instruc-
tions: "Hold the cameras as steady as pos-
sible. anir  keep filming no matter what 
happens.' he shots will come between them 
and the car. The cameramen are as far from 
the firing platform as Mr. Zapruder was from 
the sixth floor of the Book Depository. (Sound 
of gunfire In background 

The reaction was obvious. T'ne film taken 
by these cameramen showed the effect of the 
shots, despite instructions to hold steady. 
Even in steadier hands, motion was always 
noticeable. This frame shows highlight dots 
around the car's wirdshield. In reaction to 
a shot, the dots changed to crescents. And in 
the following fri,:ne they become streaks. 
comparable to streaks found on some frames 
from Mr. Zapruder's film. 

Incidentally, Dr. Alvarez also stiegested that 
the first shot rrin•.irt still he i.witM In the 
tree. We checked it with a metal detector. 
But, unfortunately. it did rot reveal any 
presenre of a It?i ,, t. Prrhnr: irnre 

equipo.ent v ill be ci 	in the 
future to x-ray the tree. 

thaps the most intriguing feature of the 
entire Alvarcz-Wyckoff experiment Is this— 
at the time he undertook to study the film 
for us, Charles Wyckoff was unas.-are that 
there was anything unusual about frame 186 

of the Zapruder film. He tentatively placed 
one shot there, only because of Mr. Zapru-
der's slight jiggle at frame 190. Yet, In the 
Warren Commission Report we learn that, 
to a gunman tracking from the Book Deposi-
tory the President's head would have come 
Into view for an instant through a hole In 
the foliage, just at frame 18G—where It now 
appears something startled Abraham Zapru; 
der. 

If a shot bad been squeezed off there, a 
shot which missed, the length of time avail-
able to Oswald begins to stretch, even If the 
Commission's clock is right, for the Warren 
Report placed the first shot at frame 210. 

But, now, that brings up a second question. 
Was the clock right? You'll recall that the 
Zapruder film is the basic clock for all of 
these events. Now tests of ,the camera, made 
by te F.B — 	sera like this one—re- 
ported mat It was running at an average 
speed of eighteen point three frames per 
second. The camera had been obtained from 
the Bell and Howell Company, the manufac-
turers. 

During our CBS investigation we asked the 
company if they had tested the cimera's 
speed. The result was a public announcement 
that they had tested it, and the result was 
the same as the F.B.I. tc 	And the an- 
nouncement co/stints:T. "J"nit they had that 
day donated the camera to the National 
Archives—and this is it. 

But if the clock was not exactly right, then 
the whole sequence of events—from the num-
ber of shots, to the time span of the shots, 
and many other things—would be affected. 

Curiously, most of the critics themselves 
accepted the 18.3 speed without a question—
except one, who insists it was running at 
twenty-four frames, as could have happened 
if the control had been depressed. 

Now, we decided to see if we could clock 
the clock. We turned again to photo expert 
Charles Wyckoff. 

anemone. They have a clock over here with 
• sweep second hand. And If we photograph 
that clock with each one of these cameras, 
we're—ne will be able to measure the time 
that it takes to run through the few hundred 
frames, as we've shown here. And 
I will try this for you right now. What I'll 
do Is to turn a light on and illuminate the 
clock dial, start the camera, and then start 
the clock and let It run for about a ten or 
fifteen second period. 

RATHER. And you do that with each cam- 
era? 	 .• Wycxorr. We do that with each camera. 
And then we take the film out. process It 
from each record—and we end up with a re-
sult very similar to what you see on this 
chart right here. 

This corresponds to the first camera. This 
Is the second. the third, the fourth, and the 
fifth. We started each frame here—we edited 
until we got the frame corresponding to zero 
time on each one of the cameras. Then we 
counted off the same number of frames on 
each camera record that corresponded to 
frames 110 to 318 in the Zapruder record. 

RATHI.R. And there was this much differ-
ence in the cameras, although they were the 
same kind of cameras? 

WYCKOFF. Same kind of cameras. There 
was this much difference In time. The first 
camera read 6.90 seconds. The second camera. 
7.30 seconds. The third, 0.70. The fourth. 8.35. 
And the last, 6.16 seconds. 

Ilarinta. So, under this theory, the shooter, 
or shooters. of the shots could have had up 
to how many seconds to fire? 

wycnor e. They could have had, according 
to this. up as much nr. eight and thirty-five 
hundred:, of a scconcl—which I. a pretty long 

tirIC;:0Nirrre. In this hour we have been con-
sidering the relationship bet ween Oswald 
and the assassination. To the account given 
in the Warren Report we have made three 
additions, each of which rests on evidence at 

least as persuasive as any provided by the 
Commission. 

Our analysis of the Zapruder film suggests 
strongly that the first shot was fired at frame 
186. The Commission said only that the first 
shot to hit came between frames 210 and 223. 

Something startled Mr. Zapruder earlier. 
And the evidence is that a rifle shot was what 
startled him. 

We have shown that the Zapruder camera 
was quite possibly running slower than the 
Commission thought. The earlier shot and 
the slow camera together mean that the rifle-
man may have had additional time to get off 
three shots. 

We have shown by carefully controlled ei-
periments that a MannlIcher-Carcano rifle 
can be fired more rapidly and accurately than 
the Commission believed. 

Now, these points strengthen the Warren 
Report's basic finding. They make It more 
likely that Oswald shot the President. They 
significantly weaken a central contention of 
the critics—their contention that Oswald 
could not have done it because he did not 
have enough time to fire. 

It is now reasonable to assume that the 
first shot fired through a tree missed Its 
mark, and that it was this shot that Governor 
Connally heard. The Governor insisted all 
along that he seas not struck by the first 
shot. It now appears he was correct. 

Now we can answer all our secondary ques-
tions. 

Dld Oswald own a rifle? He did. 
Did Oswald take a rifle to the Book Deposi-

tory Building? He did. 
Where was Oswald when the shots were 

fired? In the building, on the sixth floor. 
Was Oswald's rifle fired from the building? 

It was. 
How many shots were fired? Three. 
How fast could Oswald's rifle be fired? Past 

enough. 
What was the time span of the shots? 

&even or eight seconds. 
Did Lee Hervey Oswald shoot President 

Kennedy? CBS Nears concludes that he did. 
Yet this is only the beginning of our In-

quiry. We drew the distinction between 
Oswald as a killer, and Oswald as the killer. 

The Warren ConsrnIssion, despite the most 
widely accepted. and often, re-stated capsule 
version of its findings, did not state that 
Oswald was the only killer. It did state that 
it could not find any evidence that others 
had conspired with him. 

Yet it Is on precisely this point that most 
Americans question the Commission's con- 
clusions most strongly. Almost two out of 
three Americans seem to feel that behind 
such a monstrous deed there must have been 
a conspiracy. 

Tomorrow night well be back at this same 
time, with Dan Rather and Eddie Barker In 
Dealey Plaza, when we consider the ques-
tion: Was there a conspiracy? 

Aarwourecra. This has been the first WI* 
series. a CBS News Inquiry: "The Warren 
Report." The second part will appear tomor-
row night at this same time. 

This broadcast has been produced under - 
the supervision and control of CBS News. 

) 
SUGGESTION VTR—  AN OVERSEAS 

"FREEDOM ACADEMY" 
Mr. MUNDT. Mr. President, few ad-

ministrative problems are of greater sig-
nificance than CI?: proper training of 
public servants. As government grows in 
scope and complexity, n responsible and 
eernm:tent civil service is essential if 
democratic institutions are to survive 
and the freedom of the individual citi-
zen is to be safeguarded. 

Deeply concerned with this problem 
has been the NATO Parliamentarians 
Committee on Education, Cultural Af- 
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